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The u.s. Government has developed a series of performance standards to improve the energy efficiency
of buildings in the United States. Building code officials are central to the implementation and
enforcement of the building energy standards. This paper gives survey results that show that building
code officials need additional staff, training, and tools to do their work more effectively.

Introduction esearch pproach

Buildings in the United States account for 36 % of our
total primary energy consumption. To help reduce the
significant amount of energy used by buildings, the u.s.
government has developed a series of performance
standards to improve the energy efficiency of residential
and commercial buildings in the United States. The
standards provide energy performance requirements that
are mandatory for federal buildings and voluntary for
private sector buildings.

Many different groups are involved in ensuring that the
codes are implemented. The primary groups

include those that design, construct, and inspect buildings.
The more secondary groups include the policymakers,
manufacturers, regulators, energy suppliers, developers,
insurance companies, universities, and distributors.
Central to the implementation and enforcement of the
building energy standards are the building code officials.
It is the job of the building code officials to ensure that
the standards are met.

This paper describes one of a study conducted
Pacific Northwest uboratory to determine what informa
tion and tools building code officials need to conduct their
jobs more effectivelYe The original research and accom-

deal with the needs of an the groups listed
in the introduction$ this paper focuses and
expands on the needs of the group essential to the enforce
ment of the standards (Le., the building code officials)$ It
is to note that this paper presents the results of
a survey$ Because the survey responses guided this paper,
some information is not developed here (for example,
none of those questioned mentioned the need for improved
architect and engineering documentation). However,
included here is self-reported information from building
code officials$

Information was gathered by using a combination of mail
and telephone questionnaires$ Initially a questionnaire was
sent by mail to 66 building departments located in
jurisdictions throughout the United Statese Of those, 14
(21 %) were completed and returned (some of the jurisdic
tions that responded included San Francisco, California;
Jacksonville, Florida; Albuquerque, New Mexico; New
York City; Texas; and Seattle, Washington). An
additional 42 jurisdictions were contacted by telephone to
gain more detailed information. Those contacted tele
phone represented large, medium, and smaH jurisdictions.
(For example, in California personnel were contacted
from building departments in the cities of Anaheim,

and Reedley, respectivelYe) Of those contacted by
tel~~PlJlonle, 40 (95 %) completed the questionnaire.

Data Gathering

The mail questionnaire focused on the of training
materials and programs used by building code officials
and what types they would like to have access to in order
to facilitate their enforcement of building energy codes.

the about whether
DUlilC1lLD2 code officials are required to receive training on
the enforcement of building energy codes, types of train
ing programs they have attended, who offered the pro
grams and any associated costs, the usefulness of the
programs, what they liked best and least about the
programs, and how they learn about upcoming training
programs. The questionnaire also asked about training
materials they have used, who offered them and their
associated costs, usefulness of the materials, what they
like most and least about the materials, and whether they
would like to receive computer-based training materials.

In terms of training needs, the questionnaire asked
whether additional training on building energy codes
would be what topics would like covered and
the preferred level of detail, who would like to teach



andquoted above, highlight the need for
on-going training.

Due to time and staff many of those contacted
said it was difficult to attend off-site Several
bUll1Qllll2 code officials as one method
to address this problem. Videos could be used to demon
strate reviews and field The most fre-

drawback mentioned to use of videotapes was the
lack of for discussion. In addition to video-

other visual aids were such as
DICmr(~S and cuagra:ms.

All of the code officials were asked whether their
departments have sufficient budgets for traIDlJn~.

ments in cities appear to have the most critical
orolble:ms in terms of training. 20% of the

code officials from felt they had suffi-
cient for whereas 60% of the respOll0e;nrs
from medium size cities and 80% of the from
small cities had sufficient funds for training.

Training on the enforcement of energy codes was not
required by any of the building departments contacted.
However, most of the code officials contacted had
received some energy code training as part of the
certification process or with the updating of building
codes. Most frequently training programs are offered by a
State agency such as State Energy Offices. To a lesser
degree, professional organizations and energy consulting
firms offer training programs. Most of the training
programs attended by building code officials have no or
minimal Various organizations were
mentioned as excellent training programs
the Southern Code LOln2l'ess lntem,atl~DnaLl, local
offices of the Illuminating and the
International Conference of HUHd:mg Officials).

In code officials find programs
to be useful. Most of those contacted mentioned the train-

programs as a helpful way to with
code changes. A request was made for more
information on new products, of materials to use,
and examples to follow. There was also a desire to
better understand the reason for the changes or modifi-
cations. the would allow
code officials to better their results to
contractors and better adopt their enforcement to
innovative of "unusual If buildings.

Because most code officials are not architects or
enlfZln.eeJrs and at times are unable to understand the more

esults

training programs, methods of instruction they would
prefer, how far they are willing to travel, and what a
reasonable cost would be for materials and programs. The
tel,epllorle questionnaire again about their trallID1Jlg
needs; however, additional questions were asked to gain
more in-depth knowledge about what is needed to better
facilitate their enforcement of building energy codes.

The results from the mail and telephone questionnaires are
integrated to an overall picture.

Understaffing is a major stated by many of the
respondents. This problem was exemplified by the
answers the question of how much time is

for energy code
the revie\v and the field

Approximately 20% of the code officials said no time was
inspecting for energy codes at all, while another

10% stated that minimal time was allocated. The
reasons were limited amount of time and staff
constraints. also that because of
un4jer'StamI]L~ and time limitations must decide what
to review in detail. attention is on
en:rorCUJl$Z codes related to Iife and issues.

nr()blem of time and staff constraints was more fre-
mentioned code officials from

cities. Of those officials more than checks U

for energy code the average time mentioned
for reviews was 15 minutes for
cities to 20 minutes for small and medium cities. The
average time mentioned for field .lUI.Aio;J'V...,.•.."".a ...J.ll.A.....

was 20 minutes for cities to 30 minutes for sman
and medium cities.

Sufficient is an essential and often
for the code official.

officials should have back-
to hired. very few I)U:U01Lng

code officials or
technical to understand
energy codes. This lack of also means, as one

code official that "we don't have
to ten contractors how to correct a

ru 1I..I..AV""'~A.ll correction is not of the code
officials' many indicated the desire to be able to

to such such as the one
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technical aspects of the code, they expressed the need to
have access to simple tools and checklists that would
allow them to quickly and easily determine if a building
was in compliance with the energy code. Some of these
tools may include manufacturer's booklets that discuss the
newest technologies and their performance evaluation.
Approximately 30% of those contacted reported using
some form of a checklist or booklet that had been
developed either by a state agency or in-house. Very few
of the code officials reported using computer programs.
Most code officials rely on their working knowledge and
experience with the building code to ensure compliance.

needs to be directed not only at
building code officials but all groups involved in the
building process. A common suggestion made by the
building code officials was to better educate designers on
the use of energy codes. As one code official commented,
"it's better to educate the architects and engineers since
it's almost too late when you get to enforcement. Ii

Most of the building code officials contacted are not
architects or engineers and reported difficulties at times
understanding the more technical of the code.
Therefore, the training and supporting materials need to
be understandable. To support this training
materials should more visual displays such as
videos, slides, and (Ual2r~:lms.

tools SUj~2e;ste;(1

ve'velOplmel(1{ of COtnplLlter-baSC;(1 11"1"'<:II1n1nO' materials.®

For a number of reasons, code officials
very little time for energy code com-

useful tools must very little
time to use and clear and concise information.

a more code is desired that includes
checklists the behind the codes. This
<t.ll"'U"'\'lrn·t'll.('h would better enable code officials to .a.i"'h:::s.1"\i"1!,{T"",II~T

energy codes. As one official com
down the req!Ulrements.

The public needs to be educated on the of the
energy code and certain aspects of the energy code
are If the public understands the benefits that
can be achieved and

win a demand on the architects,
engineers, and contractors to the codes into
building

The 1"nlll"'lli~U11nIO' are a few of the
the code officials:

should consider the
to ImlpleltneJl-

The survey results ovetwhelmingly show the need for
increased staffing, initial and on-going training, and
enforcement tools. One way to ensure that all these occur
is through a national training that is at
the state level. to this program is strong federal

This federal oversight win ensure con-
sistency, reduce unnecessary redundancy, and promote
implementation of energy codes in aU states. The
government's latest of energy efficiency
standards is by the of
such a The results of this need to be
considered in the of that

Overall this national
differences between each state with
tation of the standards and to
materials that are but can be modified
state. Essential to the success of this program
involvement of groups in the
1l't"'llC'~a.J'''T1r~'lI'''II of To ensure this l11\i'ol\,~nl~nt_

go"erJilment could form a committee to ......."""f"'.'"', ....... """

into the and Im'pleme~ntflt1C~n

of the progra~.

® Publication of a book from the insulation industry
describing the of different materials.
One building code official indicated a publication like
this would reduce the amount of time taken
to obtain this information.

@ Presentation and distribution of information
on new lighting tecnnC)1021e:s.

@ Publication of a handbook on the of OUllarrlg

materials to use and how to do structural calculations.

e of labels for energy so
are more visible and eY(~-C~ltClllnjg.

The results of this survey that at least the
1"nUUn'li1U11!"'lIO' needs to be considered in this

additional staff need to be
for the because and tools

are ineffective without sufficient staff. There is a current
<l:"thl"""' ....t"#'!In.clt of code officials in the United

Without sufficient
limited or no time for staff to receive training. In

U,'Uo,-,ll.A\.A'V.lU;', code officials win continue to spend little time
?"t:&'jr1~'\il1YlI('V for energy code during plan reviews
and field One made code offi-
cials is to hire consultants to for energy code

InC~f'e[jtSlnla §rajV'.U:M"n~§ l:11'1C/~~nc~v Through ImJOFll~ve(J Enforcement ot"" - 6.. 231



Conclusions

The amount of energy that buildings consume in the
United States is significant. Building energy codes are
essential to the conservation of this energy. However, the
codes are only partially effective unless fully enforced.
Building code officials are central to this enforcement. To
effectively enforce the codes, they need training, tools,
and a code that is understandable and easily enforced.
Equally important, though, is the education on the impor
tance of building energy codes to all groups involved in
the design, construction, and use of buildings.

- Shankle et a/"
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